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Whose action is challenged?1 What is the source of authority?2 Is there an external limit?3

10th 
Amendment

Due Process
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Substantive Due Process 
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Is the law rationally 
related to some 

hypothetical state 
interest?

Is there a rational 
relationship to any 

legitimate state 
interest?

Does the law 
further an 

important gov’t 
interest by 

substantially 
related means?

Does the law 
further a 

compelling gov’t 
interest and is it 

narrowly tailored to 
achieving it?

* Consider that Necessary & Proper Clause may give 
extra power to regulate something as an adjunct to 
a regulatory framework promulgated under another, 
valid head of legislative authority
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Commerce Clause: State of the Doctrine

There Are Three Things Congress Can Regulate Under the Commerce Clause . . . (Lopez)

9

Think: the actual channels of interstate commerce, 
like highways, airports, motels, etc.

Think: things that travel in commerce or that make 
commerce possible, like trucks or planes; may 

regulate even though they come from intrastate 
activity

Channels of Commerce
1

Instrumentalities of Commerce
/ People & Things in Commerce

2
Activities Substantially Related

to Interstate Commerce

3

May be regulated, but more 
suspicion about regulation 
of non-economic activity

May be regulated; less 
suspicious of economic 

activity (Wickard, Raich)

May not be aggregated to 
show an effect on interstate 

commerce (Morrison)

May be aggregated to show 
an effect on interstate 

commerce

May not create economic 
activity

Economic 
(Commercial)

Non-Economic 
(Non-Commercial)

Inactivity

May not regulate inactivity 
(at least by the Commerce 
Clause; maybe by taxing)

Think: activities that have a substantial effect on 
interstate commerce, like production of products 

that will be transported in interstate commerce or 
used to make products in another state

Additional Questions to Consider

• Is there a jurisdictional element in the statute tying it to interstate commerce? (Lopez)
• Type I: establishes a test; imperfect – may or may not satisfy Commerce Clause in all cases
• Type II: requires an actual connection; perfect – always satisfies Commerce Clause

• Are there legislative findings indicating a connection to interstate commerce? (Lopez)

• How close is the connection? How many steps does it take to get from the regulated activity to the effect 
on interstate commerce? (compare Lopez or Morrison with Comstock)

• Is there a collective action problem the government is trying to solve? (Comstock)

• Is there any other limiting principle to prevent the government from exercising its Commerce Clause over 
any activity (“Proper”)? (Sebelius)
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Equal Protection: Gender Discrimination & Heightened Scrutiny (2)

Cases (Continued)

• United States v. Virginia (The VMI Case) (1997)
• VMI didn’t admit women; courts told Virginia it could 

set-up a female-only school, but it established a 
watered-down version
• Tried to expand heightened scrutiny to “extremely 

persuasive justification” but hasn’t stuck

• State’s interests were in diversity of education and 
difficulty in adapting curriculum to women
• While single-sex schooling might be OK, not offering 

high-quality, single-sex schools to women; equality!

• Not required to change standards, only to allow women 
to try to get in on their own merits, if they want to
• Might be an exception if admissions criteria were a guise 

to keep women out

• Can’t use overbroad generalizations – women may not 
be able to get in or want to, but they shouldn’t be 
prevented without a good reason

• Some differences between sexes can be recognized, 
can’t use differences between sexes to perpetuate sex-
based inequality or stereotypes

• Personnel Admin. of Mass. v. Feeney (1979)
• State law gave hiring preference to veterans; Feeney 

sued because it disproportionately favored men
• Clarified that, like in strict scrutiny, must find a 

discriminatory purpose, not just a foreseeable impact

• In this case, legislature clearly wanted to favor veterans, 
but this hurt a lot of men too, so not a clear preference of 
men over women – not a pretextual reason

• Dissent wanted to shift the burden to disprove purpose 
and thought the means could have been tailored

• Geduldig v. Aiello (1974)
• State insurance scheme didn’t cover pregnancy; Court 

found this pregnancy-based discrimination, subject to 
rational-basis review, not sex-based discrimination
• An objective and non-invidious basis that disparately 

impacts women

• Scheme covered the same conditions for both sexes

• Tuan Anh Nguyen v. INS (2001)
• Federal law put stricter requirements for citizenship on 

children born to American men out-of-country
• Admitted sex-based discrimination, but permissible

• Government’s interests: evidentiary, encouraging 
parent-child relationship
• Much easier for men to plant their seed around the world; 

women must be physically present at birth

• But based on stereotype that men are more likely to be 
deadbeat than women

• Those with relationship wouldn’t be burdened

• “Substantially related” – means don’t need to achieve 
ultimate objective in every instance

• Concerned about calling every biological difference a 
stereotype – would obscure the meaning of the EPC

• Nevada Dept. of Human Res. v. Hibbs (2003)
• Used Section 5; forced state employers to give 

maternity and paternity leave; if employees of either 
sex could take such leave, it would reduce employers’ 
incentives to discriminate against women in hiring, etc.

• Found this to be OK; targeted sex-role stereotyping 
that occurred at the work-life intersection, which was 
responsible for much sex-based discrimination; 
allowable under congruence and proportionality 26
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